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Over the Boards : Lessons
from the Ice
by Hayley Wickenheiser
Hayley Wickenheiser shares the
lessons that won her four Olympic
gold medals as well as candid
moments when she didn't live up to
expectations.

No one wins alone
by Mark Messier
Mark chronicles his extraordinary
journey in this memoir, sharing
insights about success, winning
cultures, leaders helping teams
overcoming challenges.

Gold : how Gretzky's men
ended Canada's 50-year
Olympic hockey drought
by Tim Wharnsby
Marking 20 years since the
momentous victory and how they
made history. The inside story of
how Gretzky built the team and Pat
Quinn got them to the gold medal

game.

Klondikers : Dawson City’s
Stanley Cup Challenge and
How a Nation Fell in Love
With Hockey
by Tim Falconer
An underdog hockey team travelled
from Dawson City to Ottawa to play
for the Stanley Cup in 1905. With
the public's enthusiastic response,

hockey was now Canada's national pastime.

Call Me Indian : From the
Trauma of Residential
School to Becoming the
NHL's First Treaty
Indigenous Player
by Fred Sasakamoose
A Residential school survivor,
making his debut with the Chicago

Black Hawks in 1954, and teaching radio
personality Foster Hewitt how to correctly
pronounce his name.

Crossroads : My Story of
Tragedy and Resilience As a
Humboldt Bronco
by Kaleb Dahlgren
Kaleb survived the bus crash and
faces life after the tragedy with
resilency and positivity, in the wake
of enormous obstacles and life-
altering tragedy.

Mosienko : The Man Who
Caught Lightning in a Bottle
by Ty Dilello
Spanning a 14 yr. NHL career, Bill
was one of Manitoba's greatest
hockey players and athletes. In
1952, he recorded the fastest hat-
trick in NHL history, a record that
still stands to this day.

Shut out : the game that did
not love me back
by Bernie Saunders
Bernie Saunders had the potential
to become a star, but was blocked
at every opportunity because of
his race. A hopeful and uplifting
memoir about facing adversity,
overcoming it and moving
forward.
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Hockey Books for Kids and Teens

Kids fiction & non-fiction
Hockey With Dad
by Willie Sellars
Little Brother steps onto the ice to
substitute for an injured hockey
goalie, and finding inspiration in
the wisdom of his family’s

Secwepemc cultural values and athletic heritage.

Great Too
by Lauri Holomis
Inspired by Walter Gretzky,
featuring Coach Wally and hockey
great Wayne Gretzky. How to focus
on the game, have fun and build
confidence.

Hat tricked:
Hockey super six: bk.3
by Kevin Sylvester
Six ordinary kids with super hockey
skills against the newest force of
evil....a hockey loving nuclear
Bunny! Short chapters packed with
action and jokes, and how the Super

six will save the day!

Taking the ice
by Lorna Schultz Nicholson
Aiden's father, a NHL hockey player
has died in a car accident. The minor
hockey association that Aiden plays
for has announced there will be a
Luke Mallory memorial tournament.
Can Aiden live up to his Dad's legacy?

Breaking the ice
by Angie Bullaro
An athletic portrait of the NHL’s
first and only woman describes her
childhood participation on her
coach father’s hockey team, her
pioneering achievements in male-
dominated leagues, and the courage

and determination that shaped her successes.

Hockey superstars
2021-2022
by Paul Romanuk
17 NHL superstars are profiled with
full colour photos, bios, interview
quotes and Stanley Cup playoff
bracket.

Teen fiction & non-fiction
Journeyman : The Story of
NHL right-winger Jamie
Leach
by Anna Rosner
Jamie Leach, of Objibwe roots, is
the son of former Philadelphia
Flyer Reggie Leach. Learn of
Jamie's struggles with his father's

alcoholism, and his own crippling self-doubt. A
story of determination, heartbreak and
perseverance.

Carey Price : how a First
Nations kid became a
superstar goaltender
by Catherine Rondina
Presents the life and career of the
Canadiens star goalie, focusing on
his indigenous background.

Icebreaker
by A. L. Graziadei
Mickey James III is following in his
father's (and grandfather's) skates by
playing hockey at Hartland
University. His rival, Jaysen
Caulfield, is also on the team and
seems to bitterly resent him--and
Mickey actually finds Jaysen very

attractive and does not know how to deal with that.

Videogames
NHL 22

Xbox One and Playstation 5

Got a Hockey question?Got a Hockey question?
Talk to Heidi,Talk to Heidi,

our in-house expert.our in-house expert.
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